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Rebecca Belford
Brown University (Patrick Hutchinson)

Linda Blair
Eastman School of Music (Ivan Kaproth-Joslin, Nancy Loftus)

Janet Bradford
Brigham Young University (Janice Bunker)

Kathy Glennan
University of Maryland (Alice LaSota, Steve Quintilian, Beth Iseminger)

Chuck Herrold
Harvard University (Andrea Cawalti)

Phyllis Jones
University of Cincinnati (Paul Cauthen)

Kevin Kishimoto
Stanford University (Keith Bisaillon)

Michelle Koth
St. Olaf College (Mary Huismann)

Marjie Lawrence

Morris Levy
Series reviewer for non-independent NMP members

Peter Lisius
University of North Carolina at Wilmington (Beth Thompson)

Renée McBride
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Monica Figueroa, Terry Patrickis)

Rick McRae
Unaffiliated (Jennifer Vaughn)

Charles Peters
  Indiana University, Archives of Traditional Music (Allison McClanahan)

Karen Peters
  Florida State University (Sarah Hess Cohen)

Alan Ringwood
  Indiana University (Michelle Hahn)
  Berklee College of Music (Jenée Force, Kristen Heider)

Mark Scharff
  Columbia University (Russell Merritt)
  Kansas State University (Margaret Corby)
  Library and Archives Canada (Rachel Gagnon)
  Michigan State University (Autumn Faulkner)
  Rice University (Keith Chapman)
  University of Colorado, Boulder (Linda Bagley)
  University of Hartford (Jennifer Olson)
  University of Illinois (Oana Diana Eynon)

Tomoko Shibuya (Northwestern University)
  Southern Methodist University (Rahni Kennedy, Synae Yoon)

Tracey Snyder
  Cornell University (Beth Kelly—names only)

Jim Soe Nyun
  University of North Texas (Janelle West)

Hermine Vermeij
  University of California, Los Angeles (Britt Burns)
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